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ABSTRACT 
Strict stability and reciprocal behavior for linear difference equations are shown to 
be equivalent to the existence of an appropriate sequence of symmetric matrices. In 
addition, a stability result for a perturbed reciprocal system is presented. 
I. A STABILITY CHARACTERIZATION 
We initially consider the real n-dimensional linear difference equation 
r(l + 1) = A(l)x(l), 1 2 0, integer, (1.1) 
and demonstrate that a fundamental notion of Lyapunov stability can be 
equivalently characterized in terms of quadratic forms. Note that (1.1) 
possesses a solution function x(Z, p, x0>, 1 > p z 0, where x(p, p, x,,) = x0, 
and if we define the solution matrix 
A(Z - 1) ... A(p), l > p > 0, 
l=p>O, 
it follows that x(Z, p, x,) = @(Z, p)x,. 
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DEFINITION. The origin x = 0 for (1.1) is said to be uniformly strictly 
stable (u.s.s.) provided there exist values 0 < m < 1 ,< M where mlxOl < 
lr(Z, p, x,)1 =G M/x,1 for all 1 > p > 0. 
Before proceeding, a few general observations are in order. Throughout 
this presentation the Euclidean norm will be employed. Also, for a given 
I > 0, S(Z) will represent a real symmetric n X n matrix with ordered 
eigenvalues s,(Z) < **a < s,(Z) and corresponding basis of orthonormal 
eigenvectors {vi(Z), . . . , v,(Z)}. We will say S(Z) is positive definite (p.d.) 
provided s,(Z) > 0 and will occasionally refer to the associated quadratic 
form u : R” X J -+ R” given by u(x, 1) = xtS(Z)x, where s,(Z)lx12 < u(x, Z) 
Q s,(Z)(x12 for all x and Z > 0. Finally, if B is an invertible matrix, then Kt 
will represent the inverse of Bt. 
THEOREM 1.1. The origin for (1.1) is U.S.S. if and only if there exists a 
sequence of p.d. symmetric matrices (S(Z)) where suplr a s,(Z) = y < 00, 
inf I>0 s,(Z) = ,U > 0, and At(Z)S(Z + DA(Z) = S(Z), Z > 0. 
Proof. If x = 0 for (1.1) is u.s.s., the condition I@(Z, p,)x,l > mlx,l for 
all x,, implies each @(I, p> is invertible, and in particular we have the 
estimate (l/MCI yl 6 I@‘-l(Z, 0)yl Q (l/m)1 yl, all y and 1 z 0. Defining 
S(Z) = cI-‘(Z,O)@~~(Z,O), 1 > 0, and noting xtS(Z)x = l@~‘(Z,0)x12, it fol- 
lows that supl $ a s,(Z) = y < l/m2 and infl, a s,(Z) = Z_L > l/M 2 > 0. In 
addition the observation @-‘(1 + l,O)A(Z) = W1(Z, 0) implies At(Z)S(Z + 
l)A(Z) = S(Z), Z > 0. 
Now, letting z&x, I) = xtS(Z)r, we have u(x(Z + 1, p, r,>, 1 + 1) = 
&(Z, p, XJ, 0, so that u(r(Z, p, x,), Z> = u(x,, p>, Z > p > 0, and u is a 
constant of the motion (first integral) for (1.1). Thus /~lx(Z, p, x,)I’ < 
u(dZ, p, x0), Z> = u(x,, p) G ylx,,12 and PIx,I~ G 4x,,, p> = 
u(x(Z, p, x,),2) G yldl, p,, xJ12, which imply mix I < Idl, p, xJl < 
Mlr,l,Z~p<O,whereO<m=~~l~M= y/p. \r” n 
If we have a constant coefficient linear system 
x(Z + 1) = Ax(Z), 1 > 0, integer, (I.21 
where A is a real n X n matrix, then Theorem 1.1 assumes a corresponding 
simplified form. 
COROLLARY 1.1. The origin for (1.2) is U.S.S. if and only if there exists a 
p.d. symmetric matrix S such that AtSA = S. 
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Proof. Let {hi,. .., h,] represent the distinct eigenvalues of A. The 
origin for (1.2) is then u.s.s if and only if ]hi] = 1 for 1 < i Q s and A has 
simple elementary divisors (s.e.d.). Thus there exists an invertible real matrix 
P such that P-lAP = 1 = diag(J,, . . , J,,), where either 
with cr,?+pi2=1, 
Ji = [l], or Ji = [ - 11, 1 < i < s (real canonical form). 
In particular, J”J = I, and we define S = PmtPml. Since xtSx = ]P13c]‘, 
it follows that S is p.d. and we have AtSA = (p-t~tptXp-tp-lXp~~-l) = 
P~‘P~i = S. n 
II. THE PERIODIC CASE: RECIPROCAL SYSTEMS 
We reconsider the system 
x(Z + 1) = A(Z)x(Z), I > 0, integer, (2.1) 
where now it is assumed there exists an integer N > 0 such that A(1 + N) = 
A(Z), 1 > 0. It is then of interest to demonstrate that the associated p.d. 
sequence (S(Z)> f ound in Theorem 1.1 can also be constructed in a N-peri- 
odic manner. 
Before proceeding, a brief summary of Floquet theory for difference 
equations is in order. Letting @,,(I) = Q,(Z, 01, the distinct eigenvalues 
{Pi,. . . , p,} of Q,(N) are known as the characteristic multipliers for (2.1). It 
is known that x = 0 for (2.1) is U.S.S. if and only if I piI = 1 and pi has s.e.d. 
for 1 =G i < s. Furthermore, in this case there exists an n X n matrix B 
(perhaps complex) where QO(N) = BN. It then follows that there also exists 
a N-periodic sequence of invertible matrices (Q(Z)> such that Q,,(Z) = 
Q(Z)B”, Z > 0 (FZoquet representation). Since Floquet theory takes place in a 
complex space, we let C* represent the complex conjugate transpose of a 
complex matrix C. 
THEOREM 2.1. The origin for (2.1) is U.S.S. afand only afthere exists an 
N-periodic sequence of p.d. real symmetric matrices (S(Z)) where At(Z)S(Z + 
l)A(z) = S(l), 1 > 0. 
Proof. If x = 0 for (2.1) is u.s.s., we have the Floquet representation 
Q”(Z) = Q(Z)B’ d escribed above, where the distinct eigenvalues {b,, . . . , b,} 
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of B satisfy lb,] = 1 f or 1 < i < s and B has s.e.d. Thus there exists an 
invertible matrix P such that P-‘BP = J is diagonal and J*J = I. Defining 
I(Z) = 1Ir*(Z)!P(Z), where q(Z) = P-‘Q-‘(Z), we have that At(Z)I’(Z + 
l)A(Z) = Af(Z)@kt(Z + l)(B*)“B*P-*P-‘BB%,‘(Z + l)A(Z) = @if(Z) 
( B*)lB*P-*J*JP-lB’~‘ol(Z) = r(Z), 1 > 0. Furthermore, (r(Z)) is clearly an 
N-periodic sequence. Letting q(Z) = C(Z) + iD(Z) where C(Z) and D(Z) are 
real, and selecting x E Iw”, it follows that Re[xtI(Z)x] = lC(Z)x12 + 
ID(Z>X~~. Thus the appropriate sequence (S(Z)) is given by S(Z) = C”(Z)C(Z) 
+ DYZ)D(Z). 
The converse is a direct result of Theorem 1.1, due to the periodicity of 
(S(Z)). n 
The collection of periodic U.S.S. difference equations is contained in the 
class of reciprocal systems. 
DEFINITION. We say (2.1) is a reciprocal system provided that if p is a 
characteristic multiplier for (2.1) then l/p (and thus l/p*) is also a 
characteristic multiplier for (2.1). 
Assume now that (2.1) is a reciprocal system whose corresponding matrix 
B has s.e.d. If, in addition, the algebraic multiplicities of each multiplier pair 
p, l/p agree, we say that (2.1) is a simpZe reciprocal (s.r.) system. We can 
then show that the characterization of U.S.S. systems found in Theorem 2.1 
can be generalized to the larger class of s.r. systems provided the p.d. 
assumption is relaxed. 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf (2.1) is a s.r. system, there exists an N-periodic 
sequence of invertible real symmetric matrices (S(Z)> where At(Z)S(Z + 
l)At(Z) = S(Z), 1 > 0. Conversely, if such a sequence exists, then (2.1) is a 
reciprocal system. 
Proof. If (2.1) is a s.r. system, there exists a Floquet representation 
@a(Z) = Q(Z)Bl and an invertible matrix P where P- 'BP = J = diag(J,, JU) 
and Js, Ju have the following properties: Js is an m x m matrix correspond- 
ing to the unit modulus eigenvalues of B and satisfies the condition Js*Js = Z,, 
as demonstrated in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Jv is a 2k X 2 k matrix, 
m + 2k = n, of the form JU = diag(j,, . . . , Jk) where each 
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is 2 x 2 with 1 piI # 1. Given the 2 k X 2k matrix 
D, = diag(D,...,D), 
0 1 
where D = 1 o , 
[ 1 
it follows that 1: D,J, = D,. Thus, if we consider the n X rr matrix S,, = 
diag(l,, D,), we have that P-‘BP = J, where J*S,J = S,. 
We now define I’(Z) = ~~‘(ZXB*)“P-*S,P-‘B’~~‘(Z), and by direct 
computation we see that At(Z)T(Z + l)A(Z) = r(Z). 
Since Si = S,, Q-‘(Z) = B’@,‘(Z), and (A(Z)) is a real sequence, it 
follows that an appropriate auxiliary sequence (S(Z)) is given by S(Z) = 
Re l?(Z). 
Conversely, if At(Z)S(Z + l>A(Z) = S(Z) then B;(Z) = A’(O)*** At(Z - 1) 
= S(O)A- ‘(0) a.. A-‘(Z - 1))‘S-‘(Z), and therefore @k(N) = 
S(0)Q~l(N)S-‘(O), due to the periodicity of S(Z)). Thus @h(N), @i’(N) 
are similar, and (2.1) is a reciprocal system. 
NOTE. For nonsimple reciprocal coefficient matrices 
PO 0 
and A = [ 0 l/p 0 1 , p # 0, 
0 0 l/P 
there does not exist an invertible matrix S where A’SA = S. 
We conclude with a stability result for perturbed reciprocal systems. 
Consider the N-periodic parameter dependent linear problem 
x(Z + 1) = A(Z, h)x(Z), 1 2 0, 
where A E [w” and each A(1 , A) is continuous in A at A = A,. 
(2.2) 
THEOREM 2.3. Consider (2.2), and assume there exists an E > 0 and a 
parameter dependent sequence of N-periodic symmetric matrices (S(Z, A)) 
where At(Z, A)S(Z + 1, A)A(Z, A) = S(Z, A), Z > 0, whenever IA - A,[ < E. 
Zf when A = A, the characteristic multipliers for (2.2) are distinct and Zie on 
the unit circle in the complex plane, then there exists an e0 > 0 such that 
x = 0 for (2.2) is U.S.S. whenever IA - A,1 < E,,. 
Proof. We can assume the characteristic multipliers for (2.2) are given 
by I p,(A), . . . , p,,(A)) and are continuous at A = A,. Thus there exists an 
0 < &a < E for which the multipliers remain distinct whenever 1 A - Aal < 
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.sO. Noting that (2.2) is reciprocal, if 1 pk.( A)[ > 1 for some 1 < k, < n and 
lh - A,,1 < Ed (i.e. instability), then l/$$h) re p resents another multiplier 
distinct from pk,(A) where lim,, A0 p,$h) = lim,, A0 l/p,*o(A) = pk,(A,,), 
violating the distinctness assumption at A = A,,. W 
III. AN EXAMPLE 
We consider the second order equation 
y(Z + 2) + a(Z)y(Z + 1) + b(Z)y(Z) = 0, 1 > 0, (3.1) 
where (a(Z)), b(Z)) are N-periodic sequences of real numbers. Letting 
x,(Z) = y(Z), x,(Z) = y(Z + l), we have that (3.1) is equivalent to the vector 
system 
x,(1 + 1) = $(Z), 
(3.2) 
x2(1 + 1) = -b(Z)x,(Z) - u(Z)xs(Z), 
and it follows that (3.1) is a reciprocal system if and only if b(O)b(l) *** b(N 
- 1) = 1. It will be assumed that this condition holds. 
Case I: a(Z) = a, b(Z) = 1; 2 > 0 (constant coeficients). The quadratic 
form u(x,, xs) = xf + axlxZ + xf is a first integral for (3.2). Note that u 
is p.d., and correspondingly y(O) = y(l) = 0 for (3.1) is U.S.S. if and only if 
Ial < 2. 
Case 2: a(Z) = 0, 1 > 0 (nondamping). It is convenient to define 
e(Z) = 
b(O)b(2) ... b(Z - 2), 1 even, 
b(O)b(2) ... b(Z - l), Z odd, 
and 
O(l) = 
b(l)b(3) **a b( 1 - l), 1 even, 
b(l)b(3) ... b(Z - 2), 1 odd 
(products of even and odd coefficients less than 1 respectively). If N is 
even and le(N>I # 1, then the origin in unstable. Here u(x,, x,) = xrxs 
represents a first integral for (3.2), and the origin is a saddle point. If N is 
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odd, then the origin is always U.S.S. In particular, 
I 
IWI x2 + 
e2(1) ’ 
1 even, 
u(l, x1,4 = 
1 
Ie(N) b”(l) 
x2 + @%f, 1 odd, 1 
e2v> 
is a p.d. first integral for (3.2). 
We conclude with a perturbation result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (3.1) is a reciprocal system and N is odd. There 
exists an E,, > 0 such that la(l)1 < cO, 0 < 1 < N - 1, implies the origin 
y(O) = y(l) = 0 for (3.1) is U.S.S. 
Proof. Let a = (a(O), a(l), . . . , a(N - l)Y, b = (b(O), b(l), . . . , b(N - 
1))’ E [w”, and <a,( N; a, b) represent the solution matrix for (3.2) evaluated 
at time N. The characteristic multipliers for (3.2) satisfy the equation 
p2 - [Trace QO( N; a, b)] p + 1 = 0, and thus the origin will be U.S.S. if 
ITrace a,,( N; a, b)] < 2. It can be shown by direct computation that 
Trace QO( N; 0, b) = 0, and the result follows by continuity. n 
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